Terms and Conditions
The 60cards operates an online market under 60cardsmarket, which enables the offering,
selling, and buying Pokémon stuff. The 60cards merely acts as an agent arranging
contracts between sellers and buyers. Users of the 60cardsmarket are given the
opportunity to buy and sell Pokémon stuff.
Exceptions in TC are not allowed unless explicitly approved by the 60cards.
We provide the technical platform for operating the online market to our users. The
platform's purpose is to enable the arrangement and implementation of contracts between
sellers and buyers through the platform owned by 60cards. Making orders as well requires
free account registration.
Placing offers on the 60cardsmarket constitutes a legally binding offer for potential buyers.
Usage of the 60cardsmarket by users is permitted only in such a way that does not violate
neither applicable law nor these TC.
1.) Account Registration
Usage of the 60cardsmarket services requires the registration of a user account.
Account registration is free of charge.
Completing account registration, accepting our TC, as well as the user account being
activated by the 60cardsmarket makes a user contract between the user and the 60cards.
1. 60cards has the right to refuse any registration for any reason.
2. New user accounts cant be created in following cases :
- user has his/her accout already (no multiaccounts allowed)
- user cant make account for third party purposes
- user cant create new account due to lost user name or password (contact our
support to solve your problems with your account – support@60cards.net)
- user accounts are not transferable
3. The data requested during registration has to be entered completely and correctly.
If the user change any of given informations, he/she has to immediately change
them also in his/her own profile.
4. The Provider reserves the right to make the utilization of the service provided
dependent on certain requirements, such as the verification of personal user data
and the amount of positive and negative ratings.
2.) User Account/Username
1.
2.
3.

User name must not be offensive to any possible group of possible customers or
users.
Users shall use his/her account as safe as possible and protect it from unauthorized
access.
Users can charge its account credits via PayPal or Credit Card.

3.) Service Fees
1.

Registration, placing offers and buying is without paying any fee to 60cards.

2.

Contracts made via 60cardsmarket are charged by 60cards in amount of 5% of sold
stuff. This amount is charged from sellers account before adding sold price to
sellers account balance

4.) Duration of Contract
1.
2.

The contract between 60cards and user will not expire. Listings made by user can
be canceled anytime if articles were not sold already.
60cards still reserve rights to make any action to secure decent and friendly
environment.

5.) Shipping
1.
2.
3.

Every user which wants to sell his/her articles must set his own shippings and is
responsible for shipping his/her sold articles as soon as possible to make buyer
satisfied with fast shipping service.
Buyer must leave feedback on his orders.
Registered (insured) shipping – money will be in kept at 60cards credit account until
buyer accept the order on adress he/she set. In the case of lost order buyer will get
back money from 60cards credit account and seller use his/her insurance

6.) Description of offers / forbidden content
1.

The seller have to describe offers completely and correctly. Note at the offer is
made for explaining all details of offered article.
2. Offer notes can not contain advertising links as free advertising. Links with
uploaded photos/scans of cards you are selling are allowed if its use to show real
condition of selling article. Otherwise your offer will be deleted.
7.) Thirt-party service
1.

2.

3.

Users may use our third-party service for buying cards by using registered mail.
In that case 60cards holds the buyers money untill s/he confirms the tag as
delivered. After the confirmatio of the order by the buyer, seller will recieve the
money.
Seller may prove the buyer has received the order in case the buyer does not
confirm receipt of the order. In that case the buyer will be asked to comment on
the matter (one week period). If the buyer does not further comment, the total
amount will be send to the seller after the time period has expired.
If the buyer complains to the 60cards that an order has not arrived within 7 work
days (in case of local orders), or 14 work days (in case of international orders),
the seller will be aked to comment. Seller has to prove the tracking number and
that the order was fulfilled. If s/he fails to do so, the 60cards will retransfer the full
purchase price to the buyer.

8.) Liability
1.

The 60cards is not liable for the correctness, quality, completeness, reliability,
type and quality, or credibility of any user-posted contents. These do not
represent the 60cards's opinion in any way, and, particularly, the Provider does
not consider them its own.

